
 

Suffolk County Rifle Association 
 

Long Range F Class Matches 
 

Saturday 11
th

 August 2018 
 

Barton Road Rifle Range 
 

Cambridge Road, Barton, Cambridge CB23 7AT 
 

COURSE 

800 yards 2 convertible sighters + 15 

900 yards 2 convertible sighters + 15 

1000 yards 2 convertible sighters + 15 

 

TARGETS 

ICFRA International F-Class Target (Long Range) 

(ICFRA F-Class Technical Rules 2009) 

 

Classes 

F Class Target Rifle 

F Class Open 

 

ENTRY FEES 

Aggregate*(includes SCRA day affiliation) £20.00* 

*less £5.00 for WSRC members  

 

Bank transfer details 

Sort code 40-21-30 

Account number 51021583 

 

Pay by cheque made payable to the SCRA and send to the  

Match Secretary, Paul Hill with your entry form, or by 

BACS: sort code 40-21-30, account number 51021583, 

with your name as a reference. 

 

AMMUNITION 
Competitors must supply their own. GGG 7.62x51mm 

155gr NRA Imperial ammunition will be on sale. 

 

CLOSING DATE for ENTRIES 

Entries with entry fees must be received by the 20th July so 

that you can be sent your squadding information. The 

match may be cancelled if the entry is inadequate by this 

date. Entries without the fee will be returned. Entries will 

be accepted on the day if space allows. 

 

SQUADDING 

Details will be squadded in advance. Range space is 

limited so early entries will receive preference. HME 

shooters will be in the first squad (Squad A). Squad A will 

complete all three distances and then exchange roles with 

Squad B. 

 

MARKING 

Bisley marking is by competitors, so arrive by 08:10. 

 

TIMES 

The range opens for Registration at 08.00 am. Competitors 

must report by 08:10. Any squadded competitor who 

reports late is liable to forfeit his place to another 

competitor. Shooting starts at 09.00 and must finish by 

15:30. The schedule is very tight, so please arrive in good 

time and move promptly between distances. 

 

NOTES FOR COMPETITORS 

All shooters must be in possession of a current Shooter 

Certification Card, an NRA Individual Membership Card 

(or Membership Card of a Club affiliated to and insured 

through the NRA) and Firearms Certificate (if 

appropriate). Rifle serial numbers must be entered on the 

Attendance Register, so make a note before you register. 

ICFRA Rules for F Class Target Rifle/F Class Open will 

apply (unless amended as required by local circumstances). 
Shooting will be “Bisley Style” (i.e. in rotation). 

The maximum calibre is 7.62 mm (.308) and the rifle and 

ammunition must not exceed a muzzle energy of 7000 

joules or muzzle velocity of 1000 m/sec. If the muzzle 

energy exceeds 4500 joules an HME zero check at 200 

yards is compulsory before the start with Squad A (see 

schedule). 

*The range is available courtesy of the West Suffolk Rifle 

Club. It is a DIO range and is subject to cancellation at 

short notice for “priority military requirement.”  
 

REFRESHMENTS 

Bring your own. There is no scheduled lunch break. 

 

PRIZES 

Prizes will be awarded for the Aggregate and for first place 

at each distance in each class. 

 

DIRECTIONS 
Leave the A14 at junction 31 for the M11 (signed 

London). Leave the M11 at junction 12, then at the 

roundabout take the third exit onto the A603 (signed 

Sandy). At the next roundabout take the first exit onto the 

A603 (signed Sandy). After 200 yards look for the range 

entrance and range in use flag to the right (north-west). 

OS map reference TL416561 

(TL 41631 56169) (541631 256169) 

(Nearest address 98 Cambridge Road) 

Lat/Long N 052.185589 E 0.070276558 

 

ENQUIRIES and ENTRIES 

These should be sent to the Match Secretary; 

Paul Hill paulhill57@btinternet.com 

Tel  01473 657 750 

2 High View, Derrick Hill, Willisham, IP8 4SG

mailto:paulhill57@btinternet.com


 

Safety Briefs:Barton Road Rifle Range 

Long Range F Class Matches 
Location 

Cambridge Road (A603), Barton, CB23 7AR. 

(Nearest address 98 Cambridge Road) 

O.S. Map Ref. TL416561 

(TL 41631 56169) (541631 256169) 

Lat/Long N 052.185589 E 0.070276558 

Tel. (Range Warden) 01 223 262 403 
All shooters must be in possession of a current Shooter 

Certification Card, an NRA Individual Membership Card 

(or Membership Card of a Club affiliated to and insured 

through the NRA) and Firearms Certificate (if 

appropriate).  This will be verified at registration. 

Before use all firearms will be checked on the firing 

point by the RCO and by each individual shooter for 

serviceability and correct zero. 

Times 

Shooting starts at 09:00 and ends at 15:30. We must be 

off the range by 16:00. 

The Main Gate must be fastened before shooting. 

The Firing Point Flag must be in place when shooting 

at 800 yards and above. 

Ammunition Limits 

The maximum calibre is 7.62 mm (.308) and the rifle 

and ammunition must not exceed a muzzle energy of 

7000 joules or muzzle velocity of 1000 m/sec. If the 

muzzle energy exceeds 4500 joules an HME zero check 

at 200 yards is compulsory. 

Tracer and armour piercing ammunition are not 

permitted. 

Car Park 

In the designated areas. 

Programme 

As published in the Regs. Half will shoot and half will 

provide the RCO, sentries and markers.  There is no 

lunch break. 

The RCO’s permission is required before you; 

 Go onto the firing point 

 Put any kit on the firing point 

 Remove breech flags, insert bolts or close actions 

 Load, Fire, Dry fire, Test aim your sights or 

 Leave the firing point when you must first remove 

the bolt and prove to the designated person that the 

chamber and loading platform or magazine of your 

firearm is clear. 

Firearms must not be handled or kit put on the firing 

point if the butts flag is raised or if anyone is down 

range. This is a Limited Danger Area Range, so when 

loading, unloading, proving that your firearm is clear or 

dealing with a malfunction, it must be held horizontal 

along your lane so that any unintentional shot hits the 

bullet catcher. You must shoot only along your lane at 

your target. 

The emergency command is “STOP! STOP! STOP!” 

You must then stop shooting immediately and await the 

RCO’s instructions. Anyone who sees a potentially 

dangerous situation must shout this command. 

 

Hearing protection is compulsory within 10 metres of 

the firing point and eye protection is recommended 

when shooting. Both are compulsory in the butts 

(because HME ammunition is permitted). 

Misfire: Remain “on aim” for at least 30 seconds then 

raise your arm to attract the RCO’s attention. 

If you have a malfunction or incident that you cannot 

resolve attract the RCO’s attention.  

Do not touch anything unusual because this is an active 

military training area. 

Consider keeping skin covered because the ticks that 

feed on the indigenous deer may be vectors of Lyme 

disease. 

The minimum age to live fire is fourteen years. 

Butts and Sentries Brief 

Butts Supervisor and Sentries must check radios before 

leaving to take up positions. 

Sentries 

Take up your position in the sentry boxes to the right 

(East) and left (West) edges of the range and confirm 

communications with the RCO. Sentries must wear a 

high visibility jacket. 

Politely persuade anyone attempting to cross the range 

to detour around it. If necessary use the issued air horns 

to attract attention. If unsuccessful inform the RCO. 

Access  

Use the tarmac road to the markers gallery. 

Car Park 

In the designated areas. 

Butts Supervisor and Sentries: on arrival in the 

butts/sentry boxes 

Check that butts flag has been raised, 

Radio RCO to check communications. 

Butts Flag 

The butts flag must only be raised or lowered on the 

RCO’s order. 

The only exception to this is an emergency. You will 

then raise the butts flag, lower the targets, and radio the 

RCO to inform him of the emergency/danger and wait 

for his instructions. 
When the butts flag is lowered, markers must remain in 

the gallery under cover until the RCO gives 

permission/the order to leave. 

Communications Failure 

Raise the butts flag, lower the targets and wait for the 

RCO to send a runner. 

Targets 

Rig and counter balance targets in the frames (two to 

carry a target). 

Patch as necessary. 

Brief markers, and confirm marking/scoring procedure. 

Closing down 

Un-rig targets (two to carry a target) and return to target 

shed. Return radios to the Range Warden, spotting disks, 

marker panels, wind flags, wedges and ropes to the 

RCO. 

Leave the butts tidy. 


